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...looking beyond today

This ever-growing population 

Is a burden on our Nation

It will belittle our resources

And defeat nature's forces

We are but only minions

If we have uncontrolled millions 

How will we be able to feed

Its a grave problem indeed

How to provide shelter

All running helter-skelter

No work, no livelihood no medicare

Our systems cannot really fare

Think of the gigantic pollution

Caused by this huge explosion

Mother earth has its limitation 

It will have unending ramification

No food, no home, no job, no joy

The country will collapse, oh boy!

Let us stop the nonsense

And use some of our sense

A family even small is beautiful 

And fellow-humans we have bountiful

Let us make it our mission

To control the monster of population

Come friends, let us make a choice

And make everyone re-joice!

– Ramesh Modi

Have pityon
Mother Earth

POPULATION
- bane or boon?
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Int roduct ion  :  Today,  
Population is important in 
the development of a 
country. It always matters. 
In this essay we discuss 
about India's population on 
world map. If population is 
m o r e ,  t h e n  t h e  
development of the country 
will be less. There are some 
countries which have more 
than one billion people. 
Population is the biggest 

problem affecting these countries.

India's Population : According to the 2011 data India's 
population is 1.241 billion & the highest population in 
the world is in China which is 1.34 billion.

India is a country with the second highest population. 
We should reduce India's population. The scope of 
living in India is becoming difficult. Because there are 
no jobs here. Some problems faced in India because of 
our huge population are :

(1) Education : is extremely important for the 
development of a country. Some parents have so many 
children they can't afford to give them education. If 
population is less then everyone can get education.

(2) Jobs : If population is more then we can't get good 
jobs. Because people are more & jobs are less.

There is no good future in India. Sometimes in India 
educated people work on less salary because they 
can't get a good opportunity according to their skills.

(3) Living : If population is more, then living space will 
be less. In metro cities population is more so people 
live in small flats or they live on footpath.

(4) Food : If population is more then there will be 
shortage of food. We can't afford the expenses as 
"Rich persons being more rich & poor persons being 
more poor." 

India's Population on World map : According to other 
countries of the world India is a under-developed 
country because of its large population. The growth of 
India is less because of its population.

The countries which have less population density like 
USA have good growth.

A large population creates so many problems that 
Indians can't get any good opportunities.

In the next few years India will have the highest 
population in the world. There is no bright future in 
India. It is the main reason behind poverty.

Some people follow the old traditions and have a 
number of children, thus adding to the problem.

Control on this Population : Looking at the steady 
increase in the population we must control it. Indian 
government should work on it. But the main reason of 
the increase in the population is that there is no strict 
law about this.

There is only one strict rule for government 
employees. If any government employee has more 
than two children then he/she will be suspended.

Currently in India the government should be serious 
about this issue. A slogan like "Hum do Hamaare do" is 
running in India. But it is not being followed much.

Summary : We should try to slow down the 
growth of population on our own. Because 
it's our country. Jai Hind, Jai Bharat.

 MCA IIIrd Sem.Pooja Kothari,

Disadvantages of a large population :

- It causes unemployment.

- Traffic congestions & pollution.

- Inflation in prices of all goods & services because 
demand is more than supply.

- Increase in corruption & crime.

- Population is the reason behind the slow growth of 
our nation and power shortages.

- If the population is under control then automatically 
our nation's growth will increase and we 
will be able to provide better education to 
all and reduce unemployment as much as 
possible.

MCA Vth Sem.Ritesh Chouhan, 

Let's talk about -

INDIA'S POPULATION - bane or boon?

...looking beyond today
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Let's talk about - INDIA'S POPULATION - bane or boon?

When given the topic of rising population most of 
the students have joined the chorus which says that all 
our problems are a result of our large population. 

It is true that an unchecked rise in population puts 
immense pressure on our resources (which are not 
limited actually, India being a vast country has a good 
amount of resources like land, water air etc) and no one 
can dispute the need to put some kind of a check on this, 
through persuasion and not by force, off course!

But the question is what about the huge sea of 
populace which we already have. Are they a burden or 
can any good be taken out of it.

I believe, that if right polices are followed by our 
governments, our huge population can be made good 
use of. Just look at China, utilizing its population it has 
become the manufacturing hub of the world. We can 
also emulate this. If proper skills training is imparted, our 
workers can produce large quantity of goods of all 
varieties and we can also give tough competition to 
China.

Our country lacks in Infrastructure. Instead of 
wasting money in unsustainable social schemes which 
only produce third quality unuseful assets, the 
government can start really big Infrastructure projects. 
By that, durable Infrastructural assets will be created for 
our country and a huge amount of employment will also 
be generated.

Similarly, in agriculture if proper modern scientific 
methods are used and irrigation facilities, good quality 
seeds and other inputs are provided, our farmers can 
turn our country into the leading food grain producer in 
the world.

On the economic development front too, this large 
population can prove to be beneficial. After all, a large 
population also means a large number of consumers. If 
proper measures are taken, this large number of 
consumers can provide a sustainable base for economic 
activities in our country. We can also utilize our numbers 
to negotiate with MNCs and foreign companies who 
want to invest in India and get them to invest on terms 
more suitable to us.

Considering all this, it can be said that if the 
governments rise above short term vision and 
implement the right ideas our country's huge 
population can prove to be a boon and not a bane. 

– Ramesh Modi

COUNTER VIEWSeveral students were inspired to write about the 
Topic. While some wrote very simple essays, a few of 
them had interesting points to make.

Hear is a Pick of their ideas.....

?
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?

?

?

?

?

?

India's large population affects our country's 
development.

rd
 MCA III  Semester

Increasing population and lessening resources 
encourages bias against girls and women

rd, MCA III  Semester

Rising Population is a serious concern and it can't 
be left untouched. 

rd–  MCA III  Semester

The Kedarnath Tragedy is an example of the 
pressures put on the natural resources by our 
huge population.

th
 MCA V  Semester

Public surveys like census should be utilized to 
educate people about the disadvantages of 
unchecked rise in population. As unemployment 
increases due to our large population, youth gets 
distracted to indulge in unlawful activities.
– A Student

Future population growth in India has to be related 
with the resources base in order to have 
sustainable development.

rd MCA III  Semester

Educating women can be an important step in the 
direction of population control 

th MCA V  Semester

It is necessary to bring a major change in social 
beliefs, to contain ballooning population.

th MCA V  Semester

– Harshita Chauhan,

– Twinkle Kumawat

 Neha Khan,

– Priyanka Bohara,

– Heena Paliwal,

– Kanta Kumawat,

– Sunita Devi,

...looking beyond today
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Letter From Mr. Banta to Bill Gates

To,

Shri Bill Gates
Microsoft, USA

From  :  BANTA SINGH

Subject :  Problems with my Computer

Dear Mr. Bill Gates

We have bought a computer for our home and found 
some problems which I want to bring to your notice.

1. There is a 'START' button but there is no 'STOP' 
button. We request you to check this huge 
mistake.

2. One doubt is whether any 're-scooter' is available 
in the system? I find only 're-cycle'.

3. There is a 'FIND' button but it is not working we 
tried our best to find the lost key of our almirah 
using the button but could not find them. Please 
rectify this problem.

4. My child has learnt 'Microsoft Word' and now he 
wants to learn 'Microsoft Sentence'. So when are 
you going to provide that?

5. I bought a Computer, CPU, Mouse & Keyboard but 
there is ICON only for "My Computer". What about 
the remaining items?

6. Windows says 'My Pictures' but there is not even a 
single picture of mine.

7. There is 'MICROSOFT OFFICE' but what about 
'MICROSOFT HOME' since I us the PC at home.

8. You provided 'My recent documents'. When will 
you provide 'My past documents'.

9. You have shown 'My Network Places', for God's 
sake please do not show 'my secret places'.

and last one sir....

How is it that your name is 'Gates' but you are selling 
'WINDOWS'?

Regards

BANTA SINGH

Don't just have career or 
academic goals. 

Set goals to give yourself a balanced, successful life. 

I use the word 'balanced' before 'successful'!

Balanced means ensuring your health, relationships, 
mental peace are all in good order.

There is no point in getting a promotion on the day of 
your break-up.

There is no fun in driving a car if your back hurts. 
Shopping is not enjoyable if your mind is full of 
tensions.

Life is like one of those races in primary school where 
you have to run with a marble in a spoon kept in your 
mouth. If the marble falls, there is no point coming 
first. Same is with life where health and relationships 
are the marble. Your striving for success is only worth 
it if there is harmony in your life. Else, you may achieve 
the success........ but this spark........ this feeling of 
excitement and being alive, will start to die.

One thing about nurturing the spark...... don't take life 
too seriously. Life is not meant to be taken too 
seriously, as we are only temporarily here.

We are like a prepaid card with limited validity. It we 
are lucky, we may last another 50 years.

And, 50 years is just 2500 weekends

Do we really need to get so worked up?

Its OK.... Take leave from work, fall in love, have your 
little fights.

We are human beings not programed devices!

Excerpts from speech at Symbiosis

"Don't be serious, be sincere."

Chetan Bhagat's  

Lighter Side...
...looking beyond today
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